Tesla’s Next Big Idea: Storing Power
by Mike Ramsay and Cassandra Sweet
April 28, 2015 - Tesla Motors Inc. has long faced questions about whether a company can make money selling electric cars.  On Thursday, it will introduce an even wilder notion: vastly expanding the market for stationary batteries.
The Silicon Valley company is expected to unveil plans that foresee it dominating the small market for battery packs for homes, businesses and utilities.  Such batteries can store electricity in a building, at a wind farm, or next to power lines.
Tesla’s “gigafactory,” under construction outside Reno, Nevada, is mainly designed to produce lithium-ion batteries for Tesla automobiles.  But as much as 25% of the plant’s capacity could be allocated to battery packs, or “stationary power,” according to company projections.
Chief Executive Elon Musk will have to explain how Tesla’s bet on stationary batteries is good for the bottom line.  Just 3% of the batteries that Tesla’s Nevada factory is expected to produce would supply the entire current global market for stationary storage battery packs this year, according to analysts at Lux Research.  “It’s a little bit of a technology looking for a market,” said Cosmin Laslau, a battery analyst with Lux Research.
“We see the market growing very quickly,” said Mateo Jaramillo, the leader of the stationary-storage project for Tesla, in a podcast with GreenTech Media in January.
The goal adds another audacious milestone for a company known for making bullish predictions.  Tesla plans to sell 500,000 vehicles by 2020 (representing a 1,300% increase from 2014), which is the first year it projects profitability.
The battery packs, which can range in size from a small refrigerator for a home, to several large shipping containers for a wind farm, store electricity when power is abundant, such as when the wind is blowing, and save it for later use.
Tesla already has a customer in SolarCity Corp. — a solar-panel company where Mr. Musk is the chairman.  Tesla has built a few more than 300 home-based battery packs for people with solar panels, to try to limit their use of grid electricity.
Tesla said it would show why its new battery pack is a better solution than current market offerings.  The promise of the gigafactory, set to open in 2016, is to lower battery costs by 30%, but the market is small and dispersed.
Tesla’s $5 billion battery factory will have a capacity to make 35 GigaWatt-hours (GWh) of batteries and 50 GWh of battery packs a year.  Most of the plant is meant to supply batteries to its electric cars.  But if sales don’t grow as fast as anticipated, supplying battery packs to homes and businesses could help ensure that 10-million-square-foot behemoth plant is working at capacity.
California and some other states are experimenting with batteries and other devices to store electricity generated by solar panels, wind farms, or from the grid, and spit the power back out when extra electricity is needed, or when prices are high.  The Golden State is requiring its big utilities to install enough batteries or other equipment so that they can store 1,325 MegaWatts of electricity by 2024.
Electric grid operators in Texas and some eastern states also are using energy storage, powered by batteries, to provide quick spurts of power to smooth the flow of electricity on transmission lines.
LG Chem and Samsung SDI are already supplying lithium-ion batteries to energy-storage projects in California and other states.  AES Corp., Advanced Microgrid Solutions, and Stem have built several energy storage projects and signed contracts to build more, buying batteries from outside suppliers.
New entrants have been joining the small U.S. energy-storage market, in hopes that demand will grow as battery prices fall.  Among them is Cygnus Energy Storage, a Colorado-based startup that aims to supply utilities with batteries that hang from utility poles.
The world’s battery suppliers are waiting to see what type of storage product Tesla unveils, how much it will charge, and whether it has customers lined up, said Sam Jaffe, CEO of Cygnus.  Venture capital investors won’t consider funding any similar companies “until we see what Tesla is doing,” he added.
It is unclear how much the Tesla batteries would cost.  SolarCity told California regulators last year that the retail price to install an average home battery of 5 kiloWatts in size was $23,429.  State battery subsidies in California can cut the price by 40% or more, while federal tax credits for some projects could reduce the price further.
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